2017 PRODUCT CATALOG
HELPING YOU HANG ON SINCE 1983

EYEWEAR RETAINER • BREAKAWAY LANYARDS • GLOVES & UTILITY CLIPS
ID LANYARDS • FLAME RESISTANT • PPE ACCESSORIES • ENHANCED VISIBILITY

CUSTOM SAFETY SOLUTIONS

MADE IN HURRICANE, UTAH, USA
ESTABLISHED 1983
NEW PRODUCTS

EYEWEAR CLEANING KIT
Cleaning solution, microfiber cloth & case
Details on page 11

FLYVINES
100% recycled fly line retainer
Details on page 18

METAL-DETECTABLE & GLOW-IN-THE-DARK SWITCHBACK
Various safety industry applications
Details on page 19

EYEWEAR CASES
Durable cases for glasses, electronics, and other valuables
Details on page 11

KEYCHAIN TOOLS
Optimize your pocket real estate
Details on page 8 & 9

FLYVINES
Optimize your pocket real estate
Details on page 8 & 9
CHUMS® SAFETY = QUALITY OVER COMPROMISE

Over 30 years ago, river guide Mike Taggett invented Chums after losing his sunglasses in the Colorado River while piloting dories through the Grand Canyon. Since that fateful moment in 1983, Chums has grown to become a leader in the eyewear retention industry and an integral component of safety programs around the world.

Manufactured in the USA with the highest quality materials, CHUMS® Safety offers a wide variety of colorful designs catering to both the employee’s desires for comfort and style as well as the employer’s needs for proper personal protective equipment, leading to increased compliance with safety regulation, reduced chance of eye injury and decreased chance of loss or damage to glasses.

CHUMS® Safety understands the effectiveness of good safety program for the well being of the employee and the overall morale of the company. Offering protective gear that is unique, vibrant, lively and fun like Chums, naturally promotes safety among employees over bleak warnings and long lectures.

Upholding the highest standards of safety and quality, the innovative line of safety, identification, PPE products and accessories are vigorously tested for maximum longevity in the field and built to endure the harshest of environments. CHUMS® Safety is the only manufacturer of NFPA 70 E FR rated retainer and offers custom imprinting with low minimums and quick turnaround times.

Committed to quality over compromise, with superior value, CHUMS® Safety provides sales professional coverage in all 50 States and each Canadian Province as well as e-commerce capabilities supported with outstanding inside sales and customer support. To learn more visit our website at chumssafety.com.
DISPLAYS & ROI

Add value and product options to your will-call and walk-in sales counters. High turns, easy re-order options, and excellent profitability are just a few of the benefits of implementing a CHUMS® Safety Display program.

- **UNMATCHED ROI** Small footprint + high turns + high margin = HUGE PROFITS!
- **CUSTOMIZE YOUR DISPLAY** Choose products tailored to your target customer and local market needs
- **INCREASE ADD-ON SALES** Accessories should be part of every transaction!

---

**WALL DISPLAY**

**ITEM# DDSWALL99**
- Quality wood slat or modular wall mount
- 13” wide
- Holds up to 72 pieces

**2 SIDED DISPLAY**

**ITEM# DDS2SIDED99**
- Quality wood two-sided spinner display
- 20” tall on 10” rotating base
- Holds up to 132 pieces

**3 SIDED DISPLAY**

**ITEM# DDS3SIDED99**
- Quality wood three-sided spinner display
- 20” tall on 10” rotating base
- Holds up to 180 pieces

**WIRE DISPLAY**

**ITEM# DDSTWIRE149**
- Quality steel wire frame display.
- Free stand or hang with slat wall attachment point
- 23” tall on 10.5” fixed base
- Holds up to 78 pieces
MAKE CHUMS® SAFETY PRODUCTS YOUR OWN
Enhance many of our quality products with your company name, logo, contact info or safety slogan. Contact CHUMS® Safety customer service for ordering details: 1-800-222-2486 or safety@chums.com

CUSTOMIZE IT!

RESIN DOME
- Eye catching, full color 3D dome
- 50 piece minimum order
- 2 week lead time after art approval

SCREEN PRINTING
- Single-color silk screen
- 50 piece minimum order
- 2 week lead time after art approval
CHUMS® Safety Glove & Utility Clips secure your gloves and additional PPE or accessories to your person, tool belt, vehicle, or workstation.

**GLOVE CLIPS**
- Attachment point for a carabiner or lanyard
- Simple one-hand release
- Durable thermoplastic with high abrasion resistance, excellent heat resistance, and good dielectric properties
- Tested to 3,000 continuous cycles without loss of function or weight rating
- Cold temperature tested to 0°F

**Goliath Glove Clip**
- SKU: 30061
  - Locking CamLock mechanism opens to 1”
  - Allows for 2” of total depth
  - Holds 15 to 40 lbs. securely
  - Colors: 100 611

**CHUMS® Safety Locking CamLock mechanism**

**Tiger Glove Clip**
- SKU: 30058
  - Spring loaded jaws open to ¾”
  - Allow for 2” of total depth
  - Holds up to 5 lbs. securely
  - Colors: 100 611

**GLOVE CLIP**
- Item #: 30044
  - Convenient aluminum carabiner attachment point
  - Color: Black
BREAKAWAY GLOVE CLIPS

Goliath Breakaway Glove Clip
SKU 30073
- Locking CamLock mechanism opens to 1”
- Allows for 2” of total depth
- Holds 15 to 40 pounds securely (depending on product/material)
- Breakaway separates at 15 lbs. of force
- Colors: 100 611

Tiger Breakaway Glove Clip
SKU 30072
- Spring loaded jaws open to ¾”
- Allow for 2” of total depth
- Holds up to 5 lbs. securely
- Breakaway separates at 15 lbs. of force
- Colors: 100 611

CHUMS® Safety Reconnecting Breakaway

CUSTOMIZE IT!
Make this product your own by adding your custom resin dome
The Key HQ line of keychains was designed to optimize your pocket real estate. Each keychain tool is low-profile and features a variety of tools for everyday use.

**BOX-DRIVER**
- Item# 90233
- Box and line cutter
- Phillips and slot screwdrivers
- Bottle opener
- Spring gate to Hang On

**HOOK**
- Item# 90232
- Hang On hook
- Bottle opener
- Phillips and slot screwdrivers

**QUENCHER**
- Item# 90234
- Bottle opener
- Flat style for easy use
- Use opener to Hang On

**TASKER**
- Item# 90231
- English and metric rulers
- Phillips and slot screwdrivers
- Bottle opener

**BREW CLIP**
- Item# 90235
- Bottle opener
- Traction zone for easy use
- Spring gate to Hang On
KEY QUIVER
SKU # 90230
• Fits up to four keys plus the included Tasker tool
• Silicone sleeve eliminates rattling, and encases sharp points of keys in a compact package that is comfortable in your hand or pocket
• Colors:

103 160

INCLUDES TASKER TOOL
**ACCESSORIES**

**POUCH MICROFIBER LENS CLOTH**
- Item#: 30055
- Microfiber cloth tucks into silicone pouch
- Perfect for glasses, goggles, scopes, screens, and lenses
- Colors: 100 101 102

**RESCUE WHISTLE**
- Item#: 30029117
- Loud, tough, pea-less whistle
- Two-chamber design
- Works when wet

**GLASSHOPPER**
- Visor Clip sku# 30054
  - Sleek, one-piece metal visor clip
  - Easy one-handed use
  - Colors: 100 105 152

**CLIP BOTTLE HOLDER**
- Aluminum Carabiner sku# 36027
  - Keeps hydration handy with patented design
  - Rubber ring fits a wide variety of bottles
  - Mix: Accents

**CUSTOMIZE IT!**
Make this product your own by adding your custom resin dome

chumssafety.com | ph 800.222.2486 | fax 801.972.5690
**SAFETY & EYEWEAR ACCESSORIES**

**SHADE SHELL**
SKU: 31093
- Durable, hard-shell eyewear case
- Full coil zipper for smooth, easy access
- Fits a variety of accessories
- Colors: 100, 219, 830

**TRANSPORTER**
SKU: 31094
- ASYMMetrical hard-shell case
- Fits most eyewear styles
- Colors: 100, 219, 223, 337, 349, 329, 350

**THE VAULT**
SKU: 54252
- Protective case for glasses, electronics, and other valuables
- Mesh pocket to separate items
- Soft interior lining
- Colors: 54252, 54253

**LENS CLEANING KIT**
SKU: 30080
- 1 oz bottle cleaning solution
- 10"x10" microfiber cleaning cloth
- Heavy duty case for storage
FLAME RESISTANT

CHUMS® Safety Kevlar & PBI/Kevlar blend retainers and lanyards are the perfect safety accessories for all electrical, fire & rescue, utility, and ARC Flash exposed work environments. Kevlar & PBI/Kevlar are able to resist heat up to a temperature of 450°C. CHUMS® Safety FR retainers will not ignite, smolder, melt, or drip when exposed to arc flash. They are resistant to direct flame, sparks, or welding spatter.

- NFPA 70E Certified
- Cut Resistant
- PBI/Kevlar Integrity & Suppleness Retained up to 540°C, LOI = 41-38%
- Kevlar Integrity & Suppleness Retained up to 450°C, LOI = 30%
- Arc rated to 15 cal/sq. cm

FLAME RESISTANT RETAINERS

- Fits most standard frame styles
- Adjustable non-conductive PVC slider bead for superb fit

PBI/Kevlar ITEM# 12215
Natural Kevlar ITEM# 12214
Black Kevlar ITEM# 12214100K

SINGLE BREAKAWAY

- Reconnecting breakaway for safety
- Fits most standard frame styles

PBI/Kevlar ITEM# 13002151D
Natural Kevlar ITEM# 13002108K
Black Kevlar ITEM# 13002100K

NO TAIL ADJUSTABLE

- Fits most standard frame styles
- Dual bead adjustability

PBI/Kevlar ITEM# 12405
Natural Kevlar ITEM# 12405108K
Black Kevlar ITEM# 12405100K
3/4” FLAME RESISTANT LANYARDS

- Reconnecting breakaway
- Molded swivel J-hook included

PBI/Kevlar ITEM# 11300
Natural Kevlar ITEM# 11200
Black Kevlar ITEM# 11500

CUSTOMIZE IT!
Make this product your own by adding your custom resin dome
EYEWEAR RETAINERS

CHUMS ORIGINAL
The world’s first 100% cotton, fully adjustable eyewear retainer is still the industry standard and #1 Best Seller. The Chums Original is tough and durable, yet soft and comfortable for everyday use. Available in a variety of color options and suited to most any frame, the Chums Original is a universal safety eyewear retaining solution for any industrial based customer.

CUSTOMIZE IT!
Make this product your own by adding custom screen printing with your logo or message.

end comparison
ACTUAL SIZE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Small End SKU# 12116</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colors: 100 101 102 103 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large End SKU# 12119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colors: 100 101 102 105 601 781 606 608 611 617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard End SKU# 12115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colors: 100 101 102 105 601 781 606 608 611 617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTTON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ENHANCED VISIBILITY RETAINERS

- Ensure your workers are seen above the shoulders 24 hours a day
- Reflective retainers are easily seen in almost all conditions to distances exceeding 50 yards
- Fits most standard frame styles

**Black Reflective Racer**  ITEM#: 12301
**Neon Yellow Reflective Chevron**  ITEM#: 12303
**Neon Green Reflective Chevron**  ITEM#: 12304
**Neon Orange Reflective Chevron**  ITEM#: 12307
**Neon Pink Reflective Chevron**  ITEM#: 12316
**Reflective 12 Mix**  ITEM#: 1211539

ARM SOCKS
ITEM#: 12216100
- Cushions hard plastic ear pieces
- Color: Black

NO TAIL ADJUSTABLE
Cotton Standard End  SKU#: 12207
- Dual bead adjustability
- Colors: 100 101 102 103 105
EYEWEAR RETAINERS

NYLON ROPE RETAINERS

Constructed of durable UV and water resistant nylon with high resistance to abrasion, rot, and working environments containing solvents, alkali and acids, our Nylon Rope retainers offer a rear-mounted Universal Fit or a forward-mounted Slip Fit to accommodate small and large frames.

3mm Slip Fit SKU 12121
3mm Universal Fit SKU 12103

- Available in EV Orange and Black with reflective striping for low light conditions
- Colors: 100 101 102 105 100R 608 611 617 617R

5mm Universal Fit SKU 12102

- Colors: 100 101 102 105

CUSTOMIZE IT!

Make this product your own by adding your custom resin dome

BREAKAWAY 3mm NYLON ROPE SKU 13009

- Single breakaway pulls apart with six pounds of pressure and reattaches easily for continued use
- Available in EV Orange and Black with reflective striping for low light conditions
- Colors: 100 101 102 105 100R 608 611 617 617R
SINGLE BREAKAWAY
SKU #13002
- Perfect for situations where choking or snagging hazards exist
- Single breakaway pulls apart with six pounds of pressure and reattaches easily for continued use
- Fits standard frames with 3/16” opening
- Colors: 100 101 102 105 608 611 617

SAFETY CHUM
Cotton SKU #12220
- Reconnecting safety breakaway stem tips for center-punched eyewear stems
- Thin natural cotton construction provides durability without added weight
- Adjustable slider bead provides custom fit
- Colors: 100 101 102 608 611 617

DOUBLE BREAKAWAY
Cotton SKU #12212
- Dual release reconnecting breakaway for safety
- Colors: 100 101
EYEWEAR RETAINERS

FLYVINES
SKU# 12310
- 100% recycled fly line
- Hand braided
- Each retainer is one-of-a-kind
- Colors: Neutrals and Brights

FLYVINES
SKU# 12310
- 100% recycled fly line
- Hand braided
- Each retainer is one-of-a-kind
- Colors: Neutrals and Brights

RATCHET
SKU# 12311
- Molded eyewear retainer with silicone rubber temples that fit most eyewear frames
- Ratchet head system for adjustability
- Four retainer positions for 180° range of motion
- Use last ratchet position for the most retention
- Colors: 100 105 116 219 220 341 160 221 222 831 832 871

Chums is proud to partner with Flyvines. Flyvines recycles used fly line to create eyewear retainers and other outdoor accessories. Each product is hand braided, and as such, each piece is one of a kind. Flyvines is run by a small handful of fly-fishing industry professionals in Montana who want to do their part to impact the outdoors in a positive way.
GLOW-IN-THE-DARK SWITCHBACK
ITEM# 12308170
- Glow will last 8+ hrs before recharge is needed
- Recharge under natural or artificial light within 5-10 minutes
- Glowing feature will last the lifetime of the product

METAL-DETECTABLE SWITCHBACK
ITEM# 12315200
- Composed of 15% metal particles
- Maximize food safety in any processing environment
- 17” length, end-to-end
- Distinctive bright blue coloring for easy detection

SWITCHBACK SILICONE
SKU# 12308
- Reversible dual port retainer
- Top port for small or thin frames
- Bottom port for large or thick frames
- Fits over temples with rubber inserts
- Low thermal conductivity, chemical reactivity and toxicity
- Does not support microbiological growth
- Resistant to oxidation, ozone, and UV light
- Colors: 100 101 109 609 611 160 848 880 881 882 883 199 159 168 715 884 885
EYEWEAR RETAINERS

THE ORBITER
Weighing in at less than 4 grams, our unique Orbiter designs are the most lightweight and comfortable retainers on the market today. The Orbiter ensures your safety eyewear stays in place and the retainer stays out of your way while you perform work. Flat, low-profile rubber temple tip attachments eliminate pressure points, will not stick to hair, will maintain eyewear attachment with up to 3 pounds of pull-apart pressure, and can accommodate safety eyewear temple tips as large as 5/8 inches.

UPDATED ORBITER END
• Redesigned molded structure for added eyewear grip
• Updated temple end to accommodate larger frames
• Thicker walls for added durability
• Articulated end provides retainer flexibility
• Pinch points added for easier removal

ORBITER
SKU# 12403
• Ultra-lightweight stainless steel
• SS304 Metal Detectable
• Colors: 100 151 155 749

MONO ORBITER
SKU# 12407
• .043” high tenacity monofilament
• Low memory retention
• Excellent for Clean Room applications
• Colors: 100 102 601 608 617 749 781

ADJUSTABLE ORBITER
SKU# 12420
• Ultra-lightweight stainless steel
• Fully adjustable
• SS304 Metal Detectable
• Colors: 100 151 155 749
CUSTOMIZE IT!
Make this product your own by adding custom screen printing with your logo or message.

NEOPRENE

Standard End SKU: 12128
Large End SKU: 12306
- Quick-drying, comfortable neoprene
- Ultra-light comfort and flotation: up to 17g (0.6 oz.)
- Colors: 100 101 102 105 111 117 617 108 601 106 611 329 350 337 349

HALFPIPE
SKU: 12110
- UV resistant natural latex with adjustable slider bead
- Ultra-light comfort and flotation: up to 5g (0.2 oz.)
- Non-absorbent — will not grow bacteria
- Excellent for Clean Room applications
- Colors: 100 101 102 108

GLASSFLOAT CLASSIC
SKU: 12131
- Medium/Heavy flotation: up to 45g (1.5 oz.)
- Use for most safety eyewear frames
- Adjustable slider bead for custom fit
- Colors: 100 101 102 108 606 611 617

COTTON GLASSFLOAT
SKU: 12314
- Medium flotation: up to 20g (0.7 oz.)
- Easily adjustable
- High visibility, easy to spot in the water
- Floats most eyewear
- Standard end temples fit most frames
- Colors: 100 608

FLOORING
BREAKAWAY LANYARDS

Hang on to your essentials with our growing selection of reconnecting breakaway lanyards. Whether for employee use or to be used as tradeshow giveaways, choose the attachment option that is best suited to your needs. All breakaway lanyards pull apart with six pounds of pressure and re-attach easily for continued use. These rope lanyards are constructed with durable UV- and water-resistant nylon with high resistance to abrasion and rot and working conditions containing solvents, alkalis and acids.

SECURE ENTRY BREAKAWAY LANYARD

ITEM# 11701
• Detachable side release buckle
• Includes Dual Sided Plastic Card Holder (ITEM# 30068) fits smart cards, CAC cards, TWIC cards, or credit cards
• Includes Vertical Vinyl Zipper Sleeve (ITEM# 30066) for other badges
• Color: Black

CUSTOMIZE IT!
Make this product your own by adding your custom resin dome

Vertical Vinyl Zipper Sleeve
ITEM# 30066
• 2.75" x 3.5" interior

Dual-Sided Plastic Card Holder
ITEM# 30068
• Fits smart cards, CAC cards, TWIC cards, or credit cards
5MM NYLON ROPE BREAKAWAY LANYARD

Retractable Badge Reel | ITEM# 11057
- Color: Black

5MM NYLON ROPE BREAKAWAY LANYARD
Detachable Split Ring | ITEM# 11088100
- Detachable side release buckle
- Color: Black

5MM NYLON ROPE BREAKAWAY LANYARD
Detachable Rope End | ITEM# 11702
- Detachable side release buckle
- Color: Black
Choose lightweight, comfortable Cotton, Enhanced Visibility Acrylic or durable UV and water resistant Nylon. All breakaway products pull apart with six pounds of pressure and re-attach easily for continued use.

**RHook Options Sold Separately:**
- **RHook2**
  - Detachable
  - YKK Clip
- **RHook4**
  - Gator Clip &
  - Clear Vinyl Strap
- **RHook6**
  - Heavy Duty
  - Badge Buckle

**3MM NYLON ROPE**
- **SKU 11700**
  - Durable UV and water resistant nylon
  - High resistance to abrasion, rot and, working conditions containing solvents, alkalis and acids
  - Available in EV orange and black with reflective striping for low light conditions
  - Choose from RHook 2, 4, or 6
  - Colors: 100R 608 611 617 617R

**SYNTHETIC NYLON CORD**
- **SKU 11125**
  - Paracord-style cord
  - Choose from RHook 2, 4, or 6
  - Colors: 100 101 102

**13mm POLYESTER LANYARD**
- **SKU 11096**
  - Swivel J-Hook included
  - Colors: 100 101 102

**1/2” 2-PLY COTTON & ACRYLIC**
- **SKU 11090**
  - Choose from RHook 2, 4, or 6
  - Colors: 100 101 102 105 608 611 617

---

*ID Sleeve sold separately* See page 27
MADE TO ORDER

Most CHUMS® Safety Detachable Breakaway Lanyards are MADE TO ORDER with an MOQ of 100 pieces per color and a 4-6 week lead time. Contact your CHUMS® Safety Sales or Customer Service professional for details.

DETACHABLE BREAKAWAY LANYARDS

• Our patent-pending detachable buckle system offers multiple attachment options to accommodate everything from an ID badge to small tools and security keys
• Choose from RHook 15, 16, 30, 33, or 38

3/4” Cotton SKU# 11112
• Colors: 100 101 102 105

3/4” Enhanced Visibility Acrylic SKU# 11112
• Colors: 608 611 617

5mm Nylon Rope SKU# 11117
• Colors: 100 101 102 105

RHOOK OPTIONS
SOLD SEPARATELY:

RHook15 Molded Swivel J Hook
RHook16 Molded Swivel Gator Clip
RHook30 Swivel Retractable Badge Reel
RHook33 Swivel Split Ring & Metal J Hook
RHook38 Molded Swivel S Hook

BREAKAWAY WRIST LANYARD SKU# 82047
• Use for keeping small tools close at hand
• Heavy duty rope construction with six-pound breakaway connection
• 16” cut length accommodates all wrist sizes
• Adjustable slider bead for comfort and secure fit
• Colors: 100 101 105 100R 608 611 617 617R

CUSTOMIZE IT!
Make these products your own by adding your custom resin dome

ID Sleeve sold separately
See page 27
ARM BADGE HOLDER
ITEM# 30042
- Secure, low profile ID/pass holder
- Adjustable elastic arm band
- Heavy duty hook & loop closure
- 2.375” x 3.875” interior

ARM POCKET ID HOLDER
ITEM# 51001
- Adjustable wide elastic arm band
- 3.25” x 2” ID window
- 4.25” x 3” interior
- Stash pocket

CUSTOMIZE IT!
Make this product your own by adding your custom resin dome

LARGE RETRACTOR
ITEM# 30023
- High strength reel clip
- Secure snap holds ID or credentials
- Retractor extends to 36”
- Retracts smoothly
BADGE REEL RETRACTOR
SKU: 30030
• Keeps ID and light tools easily accessible
• Colors: 100 101T 102 105

VINYL SLEEVES
Vertical ITEM#: 30032
• 2.875" x 4" interior
Horizontal ITEM#: 30033
• 3.75" x 2.75" interior

DUAL-SIDED PLASTIC CARD HOLDER
ITEM#: 30068
• Fits smart cards, CAC cards, TWIC cards, or credit cards

VINYL ZIPPER SLEEVES
Vertical ITEM#: 30066
• 2.75" x 3.5" interior
Horizontal ITEM#: 30067
• 3.875" x 2.25" interior